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WORST TATTOO EVER
User demanded PC be moved to move to a sunny desk – because it needed Windows

Desktop team cleans up mess created by developers, and doctors confused by disks
'I knew the company was doomed after managers brawled in a biker bar'

Plus: It's all fun and games until someone loses an eye, or freezes off their toes
Sysadmin tells user CSI-style password guessing never w– wait WTF?! It's 'PASSWORD1'!
Fresh cotton underpants fix series of mysterious mainframe crashes
Boss swore by 'For Dummies' book about an OS his org didn't run
Sysadmin's sole client was his wife – and she queried his bill
'The server broke and so did my back on the flight to fix it'
Developer waits two years for management to define project
PC repair chap lets tech support scammer log on to his PC. His Linux PC
Linux-loving lecturer 'lost' email, was actually confused by Outlook